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CHAPTER I
imODUCTIOH
SigBifieanoe of the Study
For eenturleif men has sought for the oause aod oure for stuttering.
Many dlTorgent theories Ufcve been advemoed by authorities in the profes¬
sional fields of nedieine. education, and psychiatry attempting to explain
how this defect has dereloped and suggesting methods of modifying the de¬
fect itself or its underlying causes. S. Ainsworth has integrated and
classified theie oonfllotlng theories under three broad classifications.
DeTelepmental. Dyspeisie (e. g. those inTolwing cerebral dominance) and
Heurotlo. He described the Deyelopmental Theories as aschewing the notion
of constitutiozial stigmata and eaqphaslsing the importance of learning, such
as those of Johnson and Kenyon. The Dysphemlo pointed out differences from
the non-stutterer along chemical, neurological lines, and the Neurotic
theories stated that the speech defect was a sya^tom of a psychoneurotic
condition.^ The most recent of these theories to be adranoed was the Neu-
rotio. HoweTer. further en^irioal da-to of a olinloal nature is needed to
establish its Intrinsio ysIvm, It is hoped hy the writer that such clinical
eridenoe will be derived frcmi this study.
Ehile the merits of the warious theories mentioned abore are debated
aoademioally. the practioal problem of providing the best available treat¬
ment of the individual that stutters renmias with us. It is generally
agreed that stuttering, a speech defect of a hesitant, halting nature and/or
S. Ainsworth. "Intep'ating Theories of Stuttering.” Journal of Speech
Disorders. X (1946). 805-10.
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repetition of the Initial sounds of a word or sentence, begins In the ear3y
years of childhood. It has been estimated by Dr. Leo Kaaner that there are
nearly 250,000 tdilldren In the United States that stutter*
Social workers In child guidance clinics are often called upon to treat
such children. While the meaning of each sysptom In relation to each indi-
7idual ease differs, according to the psychoanalytic point of tIsw, and the
psycho dynamics fr<»i case to case are not the same, a knowledge of the types
of situations idiich tend to develop specific symptoms such as stuttering
will be useful as a point of focus at the diagnostic level and In the es¬
tablishment of goals necessary to the treatment process*
The writer became Interested in the problem of the treatment of the
stutterers during a period of field work at the Illinois Institute for Ju¬
venile Research, Chicago, Illinois. This setting for the study^ commonly
called I. J* R. by most of the Staff personnel, is located within an area
idilch is being developed into a wedlcal center and has a general external
appearance similar to the Illinois University Hospital buildings but a sep¬
arate entrance*
This institution, the first child guidance clinic in the United States
to deal exclusively with personality and the behavior disorders of children,
was established in 1909 through the beneficence of Mrs* W* F. Damaer, a pub¬
lic spirited citisen of Chicago. At the time it was known as the Juvenile
Psychopathic Institute. Its purpose was to study selected children broiight
before the Jiurenile Court to determine the causes of their deviating be¬
havior and to attempt to develop new methods of correction and adjustmmit*
i :
J. McV. Hunt (ed*). Personality and the Behavior Disorders. (New York,
19hh), p. 783.
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Dr. WillieuB Healy, iras the first director of the clinic, and served in this
capacity until 1917*^ The clinic was taken over by the Cook Coxmty adminis¬
tration in 1914 and continued operating in close relationship to the Juve¬
nile Court. In 1917, the name of the clinic was changed to the Institute
for Juvenile Research and it came under the suiministration of the State De¬
partment of Public Welfare with the late Dr. Herman H. Adler as the director.
The major function of the Institute for Juvenile Research is to offer
skilled professional services in the handling of children whose personality
and behavior patterns are causing others in their laonediate envlroxunent
anxiety and concern. Requests for help with disturbed children are received
from parents, public ai^ private social agencies, schools, and county and
juvenile courts in the state of Illinois. The reasons for seeking help from
child guidance clinics vary greatly an4 oover a wide variety of difficulties.
Children may be referred because of excessive shyness and inability to get
along wlidi other children, daydreaming and inattentiveness, failure to pro¬
gress in school or difficulty in a partietilar subject; overaggressive or
distructive behavior; abnormal fears and anxieties, nail biting and bedwet¬
ting, tics and physical complaints for which no physical basis can be found;
stealing, truancy, and other forms of delinquent behavior. Such childhood
probl«B8 as these motivate parents and ethers to request services.
Specialists in three scientific fields concerned with the problems of
adjustment and human behavior bring their special skills to the scientific
study of the children seen at 1, J. R. Psychiatrists, psychologists, and
psychiatric social workers collaborate closely in the search for the under-
i ~ '
Throughout the remaining portions of this paper. The Institute for
Juvenile Research, I. J. R., and the Clinic will be iised synonymously.
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lying causes of beharior problems in each child and in the formulation of
plans for the future care and adjustment of the child. The cooperative
and collaborative aspects of both the diagnostic and treatment procedxires
represent unique features of the elinio's work.
At the time of the application, the parent, usually the mother, checks
the symptoms of concern and gives some details about the child and the prob¬
lem. At the same time, written permission for the clinic to receive medi¬
cal and school reports is obtained. All applications are cleared tluough
the Social Service Exchange. Dhen a child is brought to the clinic, the
parents or parent are Intervleired by a psychiatric case worker who obtains
a history of the development of the problma and a description of the home
environment. A psychologist examines the child to deteimine his pental
abilities, aptitudes, and special interests. Two weeks following the his¬
tory-taking and the psycholegioal examination, a psychiatric examination of
the child and an interview with one or preferably both parents is scheduled.
This purports to secure a diagnostic picture of the significant relation¬
ships that have been established by the patient and of the attitudes and
feelings between the patient and the other members of the family. When the
diagnostic interviews have been completed, the staff meets to consider the
findings of the clinical team, the psychiatrist, psychologist, and psychia¬
tric case worker examining this particular child. Thin team, first developed
by Dr. William Healy in the early years of his administrailer, pezmits a
multiple focus on the mai^ factors related to the growth and development of
personality. With the other staff members, the team formulates a tentative
diagnostic evaluation following a thorough discussion of the dynamics of the
case, and makes recenunendatiems for the disposition of the case. If the
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prognosis is fslt to loe favorable, the child, the parent, or both may be
reecaraended for direct treatment by the clinic staff* In cases ehere the
disturbance is not too severe, modification of the environment miqr be con^
sldered sufficient to improve the child's ddjtistment. By providing to
parents skilled services in dealing with chlldhoed problems, the Instittite
for Juvenile Research strives to reduce the number of deprived, unhappy
children and unsuccessful adults who foxm the bulk of our mental hospital
patients and penal institution inmates*
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to analyze a randcaa sampling of the case
records from the files of the clinic in ihich the symptom of stuttering was
noted by the examining psychiatrist to determine if there were (1) a con¬
sistent and observable syndrone of behavior probl^is or personality charac¬
teristics, (2) a common pattern of etiological factors in the backgrounds
of the stutterers as a group, (3) common attitudes and personality charac¬
teristics in the parents of the stutterers, (h) significant results obtained
from the direct treatment of stutterers or their parents in a child guidance
clinic. The writer believes that if a knowledge of these factors were avalL-
able to social workers, a better understanding of the stutterer as a total
person, upon thorn effective therapy should be based, would zwsult*
Method of Procedure
All cases seen at the Institute for Juvenile Research and diagnosed
by the examining psychiatrist as stutterers during tlw period March 1, 191^9,
through March 1, 195&» mere selected for this stxic^ by a case finding systaa
idiich utilized the cards and electrical sorting equi^ent of the Interna-
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tlonal Business Machine Craapan^. This case finding system made it possible
to locate the r ecords of children according to a given type of problem.
Only twenty-eight cases were obtainable for the period mentioned above;
therefore, to sectare the desired sasple of thirty eases, two cases from the
year 19hh were included in the study*
Sudi pertinent data as the Identifying Infoxmation, the family oomposl-
tion, the developmental data, the other symptoms manifested, the parental
adjustments, and the impressions of the clinical team at the diagnostic level
were abstracted from the case records onto a schedule. This recorded maters
ial was enamerated and compared statistically to determine significant re¬
lationships, similarities, and differences. Case material was utilized to
illustrate more graphically some of the personality characteristics of the
stutterers and their mothers.
An understanding of the dynamics of inter-personal relationships and
personal adjustment was gained from reading books, articles, pamphlets,
professional Journals, which also provided source material.
Scope and Limitations
The present study was limited by the geographical area idilch is ser¬
viced by the Illinois Institute for Juvenile Research. This area includes
the whole state of Illinois. Only those cases in ahlch the application
for admission was made between March 1, 19l;94 and March 1, 19^, were used
in this study, with the exception of two cases which were selected from
the year 19i;U. All cases were diagnosed as stutterers at the time they
were seen initially by the psychiatrist. Cases wherein the parents reported




The ages of the stutterers as a group at the time of admission ranged
from five years to sixteen'years* Although the oases seemed to be evenly
distributed throughout this range* sixteen of the thirty oases studied were
referred between the ages of six and elev^. This ooincides with the peri¬
od of sexual latency in the ohild's psychosexual development which Dr*
Grerald H* J* Pearson has said begins at about six or seven said lasts until
about eleven*^ During latency, the child turns more said more from the close
ties to his family and begins to form more relationships with members of his
own age group whom he encountered either in school or his neighborhood. The
parents, however, remain as the prismry source of security for the child
iriien he meets with frustrating situations in the wider environment. Dr*
Irene M* Josselyn, discussing the child in the period of sexual latency, has
said:
If he has an opportunity for satisfactory contacts, if the de¬
mands mads upon him at school are within his intellectual capacity,
if the restrictions upon his behavior are reasonably geared to his
capacity to tolerate frustration and renounce his i^ulses, and if
the total balances, demands cmd frustrations with reasonable grati¬
fications and recognition, the child during this period presents re¬
latively few probloas to his parents or to society* On the other
hand if these optimum oonditions are not present, or if he had not
solved his earlier conflicts satisfactorily, at this period the child
may give evidence to the parents, the school or soelely as a whole—
often for the first time—of more or less serious maladjustment*^
1
Gerald E* J* Pearson, &iotional Disorders of Childhood (New York,
1949), p* 25.
2
Irene H* Josselyn, Psychosocial Development of Children, Family Ser¬
vice Association of America (New York, 1948), pp* 75-7^6*
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Since the latency period Is soneidiat quiet In terns of the problems present^
ed by the normal child. It seems significant that a large proportion of the
stutterers were considered probl^ns dtirlng this period and were referred to
the clinic fbr help. One may well wonder why the parents or other In¬
terested people chose this period to seek help. It may be that the parents
have more time to work with this problem because the child is more Indepen¬
dent at this age permitting attention to be focused on more subtle areas of
the Child's development. Because the child Is having more contacts outside
the home, the parents ms^ have occasion to compaxw him more with the other




BY AGE AED SEI
Ages
Sex Total Latenoy Adolescence
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 15 16
Total 30 1 1 4 3 5 1 2 5 4 1 3 2
Boys 27 1 1 4 3 5 1 2 2 4 - 1 2 1
Girls 8 - - «■ - 1 m» 1 1
On the other hand, as the child during this period makes his initial
steps in relating to groups outside of the hca&e, he mi^ consider his speech
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a handicap to the formation of social relationships. Particularly, if he
has not received adequate gratification of his emotional needs from his
parents, he may withdraw from group participation. Children iriio are emo¬
tionally insecure, turn to the home seeking the oeotional security that has
been denied them. Often these children became overattaehed to one or both
parents. Such factors as these may have been effective in the frequent re¬
ferral of oases in the latency period.
Thirteen of the referrals, the secoikl largest concentration of cases,
were made between the ages of twelve and sixteen, the adolescent period.
This period is characterized by increased endocrine gland secretions idiich
stimulate the rapid maturation of the body and contribute to the development
of the secondary sex characteristics. Psychologically the child becomes
more aware of sex and, in response to the dmaands of our culture pattern,
attempts to assume a more self-sustaining role than that of the dependent,
narcissistic child. The problem of adjustment is often ve^ difficult at
this period. Partially as a result of -tiie newly awakened sexual feelings
there is a struggle to adjust to the opposite sex. Depending upon how the
oedipal period, idien intense affection for the parent of the opposite sex
was felt, new conflicts may arise. If the parents are secretive about sex,
the adolescent may think that there is something bad or dangerous connected
with sexual feelings. The result may be withdrawal frcsn all contacts wi^
the opposite sex andrrepression of the sexual feelings. The adolescent with
a speech defect is handicapped in relating to the opposite sex and with
groups. Because of the great sensitivity of this period, he may beccaae pre¬
occupied with this difference from others adding an additional Impediment to
his interpersonal adjustments.
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Dtiring the adolescent period the child may reject the advice and gxild-
ance of the parents to prove to himself his own adequacy as an individual.
Although the adolescent wmts to be free to make his oen decisions, he still
desiires and needs the support and understanding of the parents to reassure
him about his impulses towazd independence. Since this is a period of ma^
conflicts, ^e parents are often more aeare of the child's problems at this
time. They recognize their inability to handle the problem and readily ask
for help*
The ratio of boys to girls in the total number of eases studied was
nine to one. Twenty-seven of '&e patients were boys and only three were
girls* These statistics clearly indicate that a significantly large pro¬
portion of the diildren referred for stuttering were males, and are consis¬
tent with the usual findings of the sex of children referred to child guid¬
ance clinics*^ Males may tend to out number females in the population of
the child guidance clinic because of the conflloting goals to diieh they are
expected to adjust. In our culture, boys a3re to assert thmaselves, be ag¬
gressive, and engage in competitive sports. At the same time, they are to
obey their parents, respect authority and beccmie regimented "by a strict
school routine. As a result of the conflicting roles that boys are expected
to assume, an unbalance may result in ov«raggresslon or sl:gr withdrawn be¬
havior and lead to referral to a child guidance clinic*
The stutterers as a group did not differ greatly in intelligence from
the non-stutterers as indicated by the I. Q*'s achieved on the psychologi¬
cal test, the patients on these tests presented a large intelUgence span,
i ^ ^
Qeorge S. Stevenson, Child Guidance Clinics (NOw York, 193U)» p* 56.
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE STUTTERERS






Number Percent Number Percent
Total 854 100 80 100
Sviperior 80 9.4 2 6.6
High Average 106 12.8 8 26.7
Average 861 42.8 8 26*7
Dull 119 18.9 2 6.6
Borderline 89 10*4 9 80.0
High Grade Mental
Defective 100 11.7 1 8.4
*Analy8i8 of One Tho\uand Cases Exaiained. at the Institute for Juvenile
Research, 1949»1950, Unpublished Material, (Intelligence Quotient Knoim
For 854)*
the !• Q.'s ranging frcm ^2 through 136, Honerer, in spite of this lai*ge
range, several significant trends were observable* Eleven of the stutterers
were classified as dull or bnr^ber-E^w mental defectives* When we compare
the stutterers with the general population, we find that the stuttering
group oontAined thirteen percent more dull and borderlin* mental defectives*
A higher percentage of the stutterers were found to be of high average or
stqperlor intelligence than were found in the general clinic population* Ac¬
cording to this date, stuttering seems to be related to the atypical intell-
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Igence in some iray as it appears more often in superior, high, average,
dxill cmd borderline mental defectives. These classifications are based
on L. M. Terman's classification of intelligence which follows.
TABLE 3
TERMAN’S CLASSIFICATION OF INTELLIGENCE*
I. Q. Classification
Above 140..........Near genius or genixis.
120«140.. ..Very 8i;qperior intelligence.
110-120............ .......... ..Superior intelligence.
90-110........................Normal, or average, intelligence.
80-90.........................Dvdlness, rarely classifiable as
feeble-saindedness .
70-80. ......Borderline deficiency, sometimes
classifiable as dullness, often as
feeble-mindedness.
Below 70... .......Definite feeble-mindedness.
*Harland C. Hines, A Guide to Educational Measxirements, (Cambridge,
1923), p. 62.
Racially the group of stutterers was approximately the same as the
general clinic population. Tweniy-six or eighty-four percent of the stut¬
terers were white and eight hundred and forty-three or eighty-four percent
of the general population of the clinic were white.
In terms of religion, one interesting finding was the large proportion
of the stutterers that were Jewish. Bight or twenty-six percent of the
stutterers were Jewish compared to one_hundred and sixty-three or twenty
13
percent of the general olinle population* Twelve of the stutterers were
Protestant and eight wore Catholic. It may be that the bilingualism prac¬
ticed in many Jewish homes or the paternal dominance common to the Jewish
culture hKve in some way contributed to the high incidence of Jewish stut¬
terers found in this series.
At the time that they were referred to the clinic, the children in this
series were placed in school grades ranging from the kindergarten to Ihe
tenth grade. Fifteen of the children were referred before the fifth grade
was reached. The highest frequencies were in the second suid third grades
wh«*e four eoid five of the stutterers were placed.
The birthplace of the children in this study is consistent with the
setting of the study. Seventeen of the stutterers were born in Chicago.
Illinois. Seven others were born in the state of Illinois with four of
these in areas suburban to Chicago. Information on the birth place was not
given in two cases and the states of Minnesota. Tennessee. Texas, and Massa¬
chusetts were represented by one child each. A large proportion of these
children were urban children and had been brought up in a large industrial¬
ized area. They had many of the opportunities and cultural advantages that
a metropolitan center can offer. But in the city the pace is swifter and
the competition often keener putting pressure on the cUld to keep up or be
left behind.
Thirteen of the stutfeerers wiNi referred the doctor, five by other
social agencies, three by the Juvenile Court, four by the school and one by
a mother. In four of the oases, the referral source was not given. The
fact that the parents sewned to consult the help of the physician in deal¬
ing with this problem seems to indicate the parents attributed the stut¬
tering to a possible physical cause.
CHiLPTER ni
THE HCUB ENVIRONUENT
The setting into idiich a child is bom, idiere he lives and the kind of
people he must lire with contzdbute to the kind of persmallty that he will
develop* The need for love and attentim, to which all humans are heirs,
is of great importance in the early life of a child* The child is depen¬
dent upon the parents, especially the mother for meeting both his pl^ioal
and emotional needs* The very young child is also dependent upon his en^
vironment for his safety and ccaifart* Not only the meeting of these needs
but also the attitudes that the pemon has who is to meet these needs are
ii^ortaat to the personality develoimtent of the child* At the same time
that the child is having his dependency needs met, he must receive love and
give love in return*
Many mothers during pregnanqjr do not want their child* The reasons for
this am multiple* They may be economic, social, or emotional. Often the
mother thinks that it is undesirable or dangerous to have these thoiights*
She represses thma and denies anything but positive feelings about the birth
of the child* Frequently the mother's true attitude and feelings can be
learned trcm the symptoms presented by her during pregnancy. Her Illness
diiring pmgnancy may not be due to p^jnsical causes but an indication of an
mnotional state of conflict, anxiety or mjectlon of the unborn child and
the pregnant* Ih eleven of the eases the mothers reported normal symptoms
during the pregnancy, seven reported that they were ill with vmaiting or
other symptoms and two were very ill.
The child is totally dependent upon the parents for noririshment in the
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form of food. It is the mother that provides this to the child Toy breast
feeding* If the child's need for nonrishment is gratified, the child has a
pleasant sensation and feels that his environment is favorable. He feels
secure that when hunger pains again develop within him, they will be satis¬
fied* Children who do not receive this satisfactorily beccxae angry with the
environment and its most significant representative, the mother. However,
because they are dependent upon the mother, they feel that they can not ex¬
press this anger directly. Although the child may repress the hostile feel¬
ings he is left with tl:» feeling of being deprived* Ih infants, there is
also a biological need to such. This need is gratified by the child during
the nursing period, through the bottle or the breast* If either is wlth^
drawn before the child has gratified his sucking instinct, the child may re¬
act with anger, compliancy, or somatic symptoms*
Breast feeding for less than three months was reported, in six of the
thirty eases in this study, ten of the patients were bottle-fed and six
were breast-fed for more than three months* In eight of the oases this In-
fonaation was not given* Three months is very early for the child to give
up the satisfactions and gratifications derived from nursing and being held
in the mother's ams* Drs. ISngllsh and Pears(»i have said.
It is desirable that he, the child, be breast fed even if this
has to be ccuaplemented, for as many months as possible, and that
complete weaning not take place until after the ninth or tenth
month*^
We may usume tram the above that most of the children in this study
experienced sense deprivation in giving up the breast for the cup at this
1
0. Spurgeon English and Gerald H* J* Pearson, Bnotional Problems of
living (Hew York, 19U5), p* 59*
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early period of their developitent. This deprivation may have contributed to
the development of the stuttering s^mptcai later. We often see children in
child guidance clinics idio react with hostility to eating^ or vonit and be¬
come constipated idien they are not satisfactorily fed. The stuttering t^en
might be another method of expressing hostility orally.
Weaning was reported to be easy in thirteen cases and difficult in
three oases. Fourteen of the cases did not report on the ease of the wean¬
ing. The mothers may have considered the weaning easy because they were
able to enforce their will upon the child without the child's fighting back.
It has been generally agreed that the child is not able to control the
muscles that make toilet training possible until the last half of the second
year. The exact time depends on the sti^e of development of the individual
child, llany mothers consider the product of the bowel movement something
that is \mdeslrable and convey this to the child by their attitude. The
child does not have this attitude and may get considerable pleasure out of
playing with his feces and smearing them about. The child's personality
often suffers when the mother and the child get into a battle over the toi¬
let training. The very life of the young child is dependent upon the love
and approval of the mother. When the child does something that he knows
that his mother disapproves of, he may feel gtiilty and fear that his mother
may retaliate by withdrawing her love. He may believe, because the mother
disapproves of his soiling, she dislikes all kinds of dirtiness, and dread
all kinds of dirtiness himself. Such children become finicky, fussy indi¬
viduals who must have things all in place. Toilet training was initiated
before nine months in sixteen of the eases. At the age of nine months the
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child is not able to exercise canasious control over his bowel movaiients*^
Any success that the mother has at this early period is the result of her
anticipating the child's readiness. Training at this early stage is tratmiaK-
tic and depriving to the child because he could not please the mother in
controlling his bowels even if wished to. In eleven cases, the toilet
training was accomplished between the years of one and three, and in three
eases the time of the toilet training was not reported. In ten cases it
was found that the mothers had a rigid attitude toward the toilet training.
If the mother is rigid, the child may retaliate by retaining his stool or
soiling at iirregular intervals in order to embarrass her.
The mother of a young c^ild needs the support and \inderstanding of the
father. She needs his economic support if she is to have the necessary
time to give to the child; she needs his Miotional support to carry her
through the difficult days involved in meeting the child's needs. If the
father is out of tlm home because of one of the various reasons of death,
desertion, divorce, or separation, the mother is left with the burden of
eaz*rylng on alone. !nie mother may resent this Increased responsibility and
focus her hostility on the child as the source of her difficulty. Many
mothers attmupt to solve this problma by remarrying. The child in this
situation may interpret the loss of the natural parent as a desertion and
refuse to accept the father substitute. In thirteen of the cases in this
stuc^ there was either one or no natural parent in the home. In six of
these cases, the home was broken by death, four by the death of the father
i —
Benjamin Spook, Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care (New York.
19U6), p. 187.
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and two by the mother*s* In seventeen of the cases, both parents were in
the home#
TABLE 4
MARITAL COHDITION AND IffiEREABOUTS OF PARENTS




Total 30 27 3
Child with
Both Natural Parents 17 15 2
Mother and Step-parent 3 2 1
Father and Step-parent 1 1 -
Mother only
Father Dead 3 3
Parents Separated 2 2 -
Maternal Grandmother
Parents Separated 1 1 -
Foster Home 1 1 -
Adoptive Home 2 2 «»
The position of the stutterer in the sibship was apparently significant*
Eleven of the stutterers were the youngest child in the family, nine were
the oldest, and in five eases the stutterer was an only diild* Because
their position in the family could be so easily defined, the parents may
have tended to identify either themselves or one of their siblings with the
patient and have reacted to him accordingly* A case in which the mother
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seemed to be identifying herself with the patient was that of Michael*
Case 1
Midiael, a flve-yeaivold boy of average intelligence, was
referred to the clinic beeatise of a severe stutter, tender, tan>
troQS, and chronic fear. He was an only child, nie mother, al¬
so an only child, considered herself a "nasty brat” idien she was
young, spoiled h»r jovnpprotecting parents and grandparents*
The maternal grandmother, who devoted all of her life to helping
other people, had to go to bed for two or three days ^en she
lefnmed that mother was getting married* Mother favored the ma>
ternal grandfather because he was firm, consistent in his disci¬
pline, and made decisions easier than the maternal grandmother*
Mother felt that she had to make the patient obey her or he
would turn out to be a "nasly little brat like she was*”
The mother's identification of the child with herself is apparent in
this ease* It is significant that she, an only child, had but one child
thus duplicating the coaiposition of ^e family that existed in her own
childhood* She seemed to have iwsented the overproteotlon and spoiling
that she received from her own parents* By being firm and rigid with the
patient, she considered herself as actually providing the strong consistent
parent that she desired as a child but never had* There are other situa¬
tions in which the parents may tend to identify with their children. They
may identify- wi-th the child because of the similar defects possessed by
both the child and the parent or the child may have sxiffered from some ex«>
perience that the parent remembers from early life* An interesting case in
which tl» mo^Mr Identifi^ with the child because of the ordinal position
and the child's sex was that of Nancy*
Case 2
Nancy was a Jewish girl aged sixteen, of high average intell¬
igence, living idth her mother, father, and two older barothersj
she was shy, over-conforming, with chronic fear that other people
woi^d not like her, and a stutterer. The father, bom in Russia,
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iras a naturalized citizen. The mother, the only girl in a sib-
ship of four children, -was also the youngest child. The mater-
iMil grandfather gave Hehretr school lessons but they did not fur¬
nish a good income with the result that there was considerable
financial pressure on the family. Mother felt deprived of many
things as a child and had to work hard for the few things that
she did get that she needed. She felt that her brothers did not
have things as hard as she did and received more from i^e parents.
The patient was overatbached to the father and mother resented
this. Mother wanted a girl that she could be proud of, she said,
but the patient did not seem to provide this. The mother seemed
closer to the boys and was proud of their achievements.
This mother seeaiihgly associated the patient* s situation with her own
unhappy childhood. She wanted the patient to be more self-assertive and ag¬
gressive but because of the intense anger, guilt and hostility which she
felt toward the girl, produced a dist\arbed relationship with patient
which made it difficult for the patient to accomplish what the mother wcmted.
This seemingly resulted from the mother's resentmtent of the favoritism that
her brothers received. But for unconscious reasons, undoubtedly related to
her own conflicts, the mother provoked the same rlvalrous relationship among
her own children.
The fathers of the stutterers worked at a wide variety of occupations.
Six of the fathws, the largest number found in any single occupation,
worked as salesmen. It is interesting to note that this occtqpation is based
upon verbal fluwicy to a large extent, and that the children of these ver¬
bose salesmen were having difficulty in speaking, that is, they were stut¬
terers. It may be that the father’s ability in speaking was related in
some way to the patient's selection of the symptom. The father might have
expected more from the child than he could live up to. In: general, the
syiq>tom of stuttering did not seem to be a respecter of high social er
economic status according to the data obtained in this study on the occupa-
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tlons of the fathers. More of the stutterers came from families in irtiioh
the father was eraplo3red in a managerial and professional capacity or cleri¬
cal and sales -Uian in the skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled. These are
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS OF FATHERS*
Occupational Type Number
Total 30
Managerial and Professional 6





♦Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Vol. 1, (Washington, D. C., 1949)
more significant because most of the people idio seek help at child guidance
clinics are from the middle and lower income brackets. People with higher
incomes can afford private help and usually go to private psychiatrists
idien they have emotional difficulty. However, many exceptions to this are
found*
One of the most determinative itntwpersonal relationships in respect
to the child's mental health and personality development is the parent-child
relationship. Herein often lies the genesis of childhood emotional diffi¬
culties. If the parent has a hostile, punitive attitude toward the dilld
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and g£vBB hia little lore and affection in training and caring for his needs,
a negative impression is made on the child's personality.
The attittide of the parents is greatly influenced by the degree of in-
stinetTial gratification and the type of experiences that their own lives
afforded. Ihen they have had unpleasant life experiences, they often try
to make up for these through the child. How the parents react to the child
is dependent upon many personal as well as environmental elements, such as
the parent's social and economic situation, their cultural conditioning, and
their educational achlev^ents and aspirations. Evidence of childhood prob>
lems and parent-child difficulties were revealed in most cases in this
stxidy. Since in our culture, the mother is responsible for the care, trails
ing, and rearing of the child, the mother-child relationship is especially
significant. In mai^ cases, there were indications of difficulties in the
mothers' social and emotional adjustment idiloh caused their relationship
with their children to be charged with tension.
Overdependent passive mothers and mothers who wsre attempting to con¬
trol the other individuals in the environment and competing with men were
found most often in this study. Each of these characteristics were observed
in ten cases. Oveiprotectlve traits, the next most frequent characterlstie,
were seen in eight cases. Sev^ of the mothers were to be rigid in handling
the pati«9it8 and five compulsive (see Table 6).
Ih the eases idiere the mother's personality was characterised by cen¬
tre! and competition and depreciation toward mn as dominant issues, the
roots of such behavior were usually to be found in her own early life ex¬




MOTHER'S REIATIOHSHIP TO PATIENTS AND PARENTS
Characteristic Behavior* Number
Total 44





Seductive toward the patient 2
Pre-psychotio 1
Guilt Ridden 1
*£ach mother tabulated for each type of behavior that appears.
Case 3
Donald, aged fourteen, was a Catholic aMte boy of average
intelligence. He lived with his mother and older brother, his
father being dead. Dtiring the examination, the patient related
well to the psychiatrist at the clinic where he had been referred
for stuttering. He had sane bizzarre sexual ideas,that babies
came from Heaven, whldi were associated with tlM instruction he
had received at home. The mother was the older of two children,
the other sibling being a brother. Her childhood had been un¬
happy. Orandfather was miserly and cmel to mother and not af¬
fectionate to anyone. Mother got along well with the maternal
grandmother i^o was quiet and easy going. Mother married at
twenty to get away frcm the unhappy home. Father was twenty-
six at the time of the marriage and one foot had been badly
crushed in an accident. Mother felt that she wanted the pa-
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tlent iihen she was pregnant becatise mother had never had an3rthlng
to own and love, she was happy and thrilled with him at birth.
She described herself as an idealist and stated that one could not
obtain anything that was worth while unless they had first suffered.
She complained that she had never had the necessities of life, there
was never enough money; and she had to fi^t for the things that she
needed. The reason the grandparents did not get along, she felt,
was "that grandfather wanted to be the boss and she and her moidier
would not let him."
Here we see a woman idio was very hostile toward men as a result of the
disttirbed relationship that she had with her father. Her marriage to a
cripple sem&ed indicative of her desire to castrate men, that is, render
them inadequate. This attlt+ide toward men was not without its effect upon
her relationship to her son. order that she could keep him under her
control, she had to keep him inadequate. She also appeared to have mixed
feelings of hostility and seductiveness toward the patient.
Mothers irtio have distmrbed interpersonal relationships with their
parents or their spouses frequently possess a great deal of unconscious
hostility. They often seon to be very passive and never express anger.
Iheir extreme passivity is an indication of their need to impress their ag¬
gressive imp\ilses. Because they are afitmidof their osn aggressive impulses,
they can not tolerate any aggressiveness in their children. One instance
in ihlch this happened was in the case of John.
Case 1+
John was a white Catholic boy of seven. He was referred to
tile clinic for his Stuttering, (hi the psychological examination
he achieved a classification of borderline mental defective. He
hcd been born out of wedlock and his mother felt that his birth
been her n:Utake and sbm did not want him to feel that she
did not want him. Mother had continued to live with her parents
even when she married after the patient’s birth to a man who was
not the patient's father. She would not permit the boy to be
placed nor would she accept his apparent dullness. Instead she
focused on his stuttering.
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Mother was the oldest of six siblings, three bc^ and three
girls. She did not get along with the maternal grandfaidier be¬
cause he forbade her to go around with boys. Grandfather would
not permit her to hare friends eren when she was the age of the
patient. Mother rebelled against father's authority and beeasw
illegitimately pregnant with the patient’s father at nineteen.
Mother told how sdien the patient's requests were not fulfilled,
he attempted to strike her. She Identified this with step¬
father's behavior.
This mother, who had suffered from a long series of misfortunes, seemed
to be too immature and dependent to leave her parents. Because of her dis¬
turbed relationship and represeed hostility toward her father, she apparent¬
ly has fostered a hostile dependent relationship with her son. She seemed
to fear further self-assertion because when she did rebel against the con¬
trol of grandfather, the lemilts were disasterotis for her, and she became
pregnant. Her refusal to place the patient seemed related to her feelings
of guilt about her illegitimate pregnancy. She considered the patient her
cross to bear and she was going to bear it no matter the cost.
The adjustment of ^e parents to each other, to a large extent, sets
the tone of the home environment. If the parents have worked out their re¬
lationship to each other in a mature, nholesome manner, the prevailing at¬
mosphere of the home will usually be a pleasant one. If there is conflict
between the parents, even if this conflict is latent and not in the open,
the children who are sensitive ms^ sense the tension and react to it. Many
parents think that they can fool the child by not discussli^ their differ¬
ences in the child's presence. However, the child is seldom misled. He
frequently senses and responds to the emotional undertones, unimpressed
the overtly e^qpressed behavior. When the parental adjustment is faulty,
the child is deprived of emotional security becatse the parents must use
a great deal of their energy to handle “yieir oim problaas.
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In general the parents of the ohlldren in this series presented a very
diversified picture in terms of interpersonal adjustments* The adjustment
of the parents was reported as being satisfactory in nine of the twenty-five
oases on which sufficient information was available* In sixteen of the
cases a poor intei^ersonal relationship existed. These were almost equal¬
ly divided between the eases where the home was broken by deaths separation
or divorce*
CHAPTER IV
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUTTERER
Stuttsrizig is one of the few remnants of ohildhood disorders which,
once established, tends to becoiae more pronotinced as it continues into adult
life. The ability to speak and be understood is a necessary con^onent of
effeotiTe social interaction. The child who has difficulty speaking has a
barrier to hurdle in his attaeopts to establish wholesome ..Intetpersonal re¬
lationships with oldiers. The healthy personality is based upon the quality
of interpersonal relationships formed, especially those with Ihe signifi¬
cant persons in the family, i. e., the parents and the siblings. Tihen a de¬
privation, in terms of a good relationship, exists early in life, it is
damaging because the child has not built up a stock pile of pleasant emo¬
tional experiences which will help him through other difficult periods that
he will have to live through.
Of the twenty oases in which information on the age at the onset of
the stuttering was available, eleven presented instances wherein the stut¬
tering first began between the years of four and six, and five revealed on¬
set as between the year one and three. Onset was reported between seven
and nine in three oases and between ten and twelve in one case. Thus we
see that in four-fifths of the oases the stuttering began before the sixth
year.
It has been said that in most children, stuttering starts immediate¬
ly following a sudden severe shock or fear,^ These severe shocks are often
1




the imnediate percipitating factors leading to the beginning of the stutter¬
ing. These shocks may be in the form of a serious illness of long standing,
the birth of a new sibling into the family, the beginning of school, when
the child is faced with the problem of being less dependent on parental fig¬
ures and begins to relate to other people in the outside environment, and the
fear of the loss of some significant member of the family, such as the par¬
ents. All of these situations are related to the child* s need to be dependent
on someone other than himself. In fifteen of the oases in this series this
situation semaed to be contributing to the stuttering. A case which llliis-
trates the deprivation of the dependency needs found in some of the stutter¬
ers was that of Phillip,
Case 5
Phillip, aged eleven, was referred to the clinic for a severe
speech defect. He was the oldest of two boys and both parents were
in the home. The parental adjustment was apparently satisfactory.
Phillip's 1. Q. of 111 was classified as high average, while his
younger brother was a mental defective child. The parents first
learned that the sibling was defective at the same time that the
patient started to stutter. The subsequent history revealed a sys¬
tematic deprivation of the patient both emotionally and materially
in favor of the defective brother. There was one incident in which
the patient showed an interest in smoking. When the mother said
for him to go right ahead, the patient retorted that mother did not
care about him to let him smoke when she knew that it was not good
for him. The mother blamed herself for the defects in the children
and was very inconsistent in how she handled them.
In this case the stutter!:^ seems to have been an attention-getting
mechanism to secure seme affection and love from the parents who were show¬
ering affection on the defective sibling seemingly out of a s^se of guilt*
The patient also seemed to have some guilt because of the retairdatlon of
the brother, and did not dare be too good. His development of the syn^tom
of stuttering seemed to be an example of competition downward.
The attitude of the parents, especially the mother who spends much of
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her time with the child and is responsible for the satisfaction of most of
his needs, is of utmost ia5)ortanoo in determining the use that the child
will make of a symptom. It has been the mother who eared for the child’s
food, for his health, for his very life. She has also been the source of
some of his greatest frustrations. The parent can not possibly meet all of
the child's needs at the exact moment that the child becomes aware of them.
Because of this fact, there must inevitably be frustrations smd deprivations
early in life. If the child is afraid that the mother does not like him, he
may became Ingratiating so that the motheir will think that he is a perfect
child and not withdraw her love from him.
The stutterer may use the symptom to express his hostili'ty toward the
mother, control her or to get her attention, depending on how she reacts to
it. One of the most common findings in the attitudes of the mothers in this
study toward the stutterii^ was , overanxie-ty which was reported a total of
twelve times. Nine of the mothers were annoyed by the sya^tom and seven
were concerned. An instance of an overanxious mother was seen in the case
of Michael.
Case 6
Michael, a five-year-old boy of average intelligence, was re¬
ferred to the clinic ly his family physician. Ho had a very severe
stutter which began when he was four emd a half. At this time his
maternal grandmother, to whom he was very closely attached, was ill
and he thought that she was going to die. The mother was concerned
because the patient was starting to school the next year and mother
was afraid that the other ohildrmi would make fun of him. The whole
family felt sorry for him beoaxise of his speech defect. Before
speech the patient had indicated the t hii^s that he i^ted by point¬
ing. When he was told that this was xiot nioe^ he pointed with his
elbow. He was afraid to go into closed rooms and had temper tan¬
trums before the age of one.
In this case we have seen a child using stuttering as a means of con-
iarolling the parents and the rest of the family. He apparently received so
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many secondary gains from the stuttering such as attention and solioitiovus-
ness from the members of the family that he was not motirated to give the
symptma up*
In ten of the oases* it was fomd t^t other members of the family
stuttered* In the other twenty cases no stuttering by relatiTes was re¬
ported* This does not neoessarily mean that there was no stuttering by re¬
latives in these oases because no emphasis was placed on getting this infor¬
mation in either the history taking or the psychiatric examination. In re¬
ported situations* mothers were found to be the most frequent relative to
stutter*
The extremely aggressive child who fails to conform to the standards
set up by his family or society is usually the child that comes to the at¬
tention of the courts or other agencies established for the protection of
children. Such children who act out their is^tilses are suffering from pri¬
mary behavior disorders. They are easily identified becatise they are in
open conflict with their environment either at home or in school* because
of some real* anticipated or supposed harm that the environment has done to
than. The neurotic child on the other hand is not as easily identified*
He may. be shy* withdrawn, fearful* or failing to adjtist with other children*
He does not threaten society in the way that the child that acts out his
impulses does* The neurotic child internalises his conflicts and represses
some of his impulses in an attmpt to control his emotions. These repressed
impulses are not de-energised but continue to exert pressure to be released*
finally coming out in the disguised form of symptoms. Gordon Hamilton has
said that* "the symptom is always the result of an unsuccessfully repressed
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wish. In its disguised form the wish can be more easily tolerated by the
A....®go»
The syBqptoms other than the stuttering presented by the patients in
this study may be classified as anti-social acts< soiaatlc disorders^ anx¬
iety ridden behaviorj and faulty adjustment to other children. The most
frequent of the anti-social acts reported was disobedience. In eight of
the eases the parents had difficulty getting the child to obey.
Often Ineoasistent discipline by the parents is a contributing factor
in the development of negative traits. The child is told that he can and
can not do a certain tiling. In eases such as this the standards fluctuate
depending upon the idiiias of the parents. Children also use disobedience as
a means of expressing tiieir hostility toward the parents. There were four
cases of temper tantruns and three oases of truancy. From the high inci¬
dence of disobedience in this series of cases, it appears that the stutter¬
ers handle some of their hostile aggressive feelings by refusing to obey
rather than more acting out form of behavior represented temper displays,
stealing, sex misbehavior and truancy.
Twenty oases were found in which the patient suffered tram, some soma¬
tic disorder. Seven children were enuretic, six had feeding problems, five
had tic-like movements, and two suffered from allergic conditions. Although
these disorders are a source of irritations to the mothers, they are more
acceptable to certain types of motiiers than overt expressions of hostili-ty,
such mothers being more tolerant of the somatle syn^toms because the physi¬
cal Illness is more acceptable than a disturbed parent-child relationship.
Anxiety ridden behavior was also observed frequently in the cases
i —
Gordon Haaiilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guidance (Hew York, I960), p. 96.
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studied. Eieiiren children were found to bo shy, eight were chronically fear¬
ful, and four overconforming. The shy passive child is afraid of his ag¬
gressions. Ee feels that if he asserts himself he will be met with retal¬
iations from his parents* The child represses his desire to express his ag¬
gressions but he is not Tiithout tensions because the source of his aiixiely,
his own aggressive wishes, is always within him. Fears of certain things
such as being hiurt, animals, or the dark are common to the background of
most children. Many children do not out-grow these fears. Ifhen childhood
fears persist, some emotional conflict shorild be siispected. These chronic
fears when found in the neurotic child are usually of a morbid natiare very
much out of proportion to what the situation should call for. Lawson G.
Lowrey while discussing childhood fears said:
The sufferer recognizes intellectvially that the fear is un¬
necessary or unduly intense and that the reaction itf excessive
in degree and duration. Nevertheless, he feels unable to control
his emotional upset and can not explain the fears, idiich he recog¬
nizes as abnormal, to the satisfaction of himself or others. The
reason for this is siiq;>ly that the external situation which is
feared is only symbolic of the real fears, which are buried in the
mconscious*^
In ten of the cases, the stutterers did not adjust to other children,
eight failed to relate in any way, one being aggressive and one withdrawn.
The dcaainant personality characteristics of the stutterers were clas¬
sified according to the in^ressions received the examining psychiatrist
during the diagnostic interview. The psychiatrist most frequently de¬
scribed the patients as being inhibited, and imable to express their hos¬
tility. The personalities of thirteen of the patients were described in
1
Lawson G. Lowrey, Psychiatry for Social Workers (New York, 1960),
p. 252*
this manner. Ten of the patients were found to be passive, submissive, and
compliant, and four were boys with feminine identifications. It may be
that because the literature on stuttering has stressed the shy passive child
who is unable to express his hostility, the psychiatrists were prone to
look for these elements in the patients they observed. A case of a stutter¬
er with a passive con^liant personality was that of Edward.
Case 7
Edward, an eight-year-old white boy living with both parents,
was the only boy with a younger sister. The father was supervisor
at a coating machine factory. During the examination at the clinic,
Edward was unable to do anything in the motor area, and showed no
spontaneity. The psychiatrist thought him to be inhibited and com¬
pliant and experiencing difficulty in handling his hostile feelings.
The history revealed that the maternal grandmother had come to live
with the parents in a depression when the patient was four or five.
Mother who was already very nervous took care of her. Mother had
undergone a severe depression three years before the examination at
which time she was afraid that she would lose her mind. She gave
up all cere of the hovise and the maternal greindmother managed the
household.
This boy seemed to have much hostility toward his domineering mother
but he was unable to express it. His lack of spontaneity and his inhibited
motor behavior belied his conforming adjustment. The mothmr also seemed
to be disturbed and apparently dominated the household. This piottjre is
consistent with the literature on stuttering. Gordon Hamilton has described
the stutterer as follows:
The personality of the stutterer resembles on the one hand the
make up of the behavior disorder with narcissistic (oral) traits
and on the other hand the convulsive neurotic. The 8tr\;iggle between
active domination and passive resistance acted our through a partial
blocking of speech function is in essence a struggle with the reject¬
ing, but controlling mother. Hostility is always embedded in this
syivtom.^
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Another case of an inhibited stutterer was that of Leonard,
Case 8
Leonard, a thirteen-year-old Catholic white boy of average
intelligence, was referral to the clinic by the faiaily doctor for
stuttering. He in^Bressed the psychiatrist as being extremely in¬
hibited, guarded and controlled. During the history interview,
the mother said in a tone of disbelief, "Do you realise I have
not seen that boy undressed sinoe he was six." He had queer ha¬
bits like washing out his own things and pressing them. Ifother
thought that this was fine because he was so neat and clean, but
in another breath she said that he was too neat and clean and she
would like him to go dirty just once and come home with his clothes
messed up a bit. He wears his shoes out cleaning them and lines
them up in neat rows. Mother was the oldest of two girls. The
younger sister married at seventeen to get out of the grandparents'
household. The maternal grandmother was a cold, domineering per¬
son and the grandfather was warm and kind.
In this case the patient seemed to have had a disturbed childhood.
The emphasis on cleanliness seemed to be pathological and associated with
TABLE 7
CLASSIFICATION OF THE DOMINANT PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF STUTTERERS
Dominant Personality Characteristics Number
Total 41
Inhibited, Unable to Express Hostility 13
Passive Submissive, Compliant 10
Excessively Dependent, Demanding 6
Seeking Affection, Reaching Out 5
Boy with Feminine Identifications 4
Acting Out, Openly Hostile 3
*Eaoh stutterer tabulated for each characteristic that appears.
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his awakening endocrine sexuality. The patient’s extroae modesty, lack of
sex ciurlosity and abhorrence of dirt pointed to repressed sexuality. The
stutterlng^ was used apparently to express some of the patient's hostility
toward his mother.
In three of the oases, acting out aggressiTeness and open expression
of hostility were observed. This is not the expected pattern for the stut¬
terer. Although the passive stutterer was found most often in ihis study,
the acting out stutterer as observed in three cases seems deserving of some
consideration. In most oases the stuttering was associated with uncon¬
scious hostility; however, according to the findings in this study, the
stuttering may be related to overtly expressed hostility and the child's
difficulty in handling it.
CHAPTEE V
TREATMEKT OF THE STUTTERERS
Psyohothwapy in child guidance is a fusion of psychoanalytically
oriented psychiatry and social therapies* Psychotherapy is based on an
understanding of the dynamics of human behavior as it is indicated in the
functioning of the total personality; how it adjusts to the environment and
how it interacts with other significant persons. This therapy may be clas¬
sified ast environmental modification* psychological support* and insight
development. According to Florence Hollis*
Environmental modification refers to the steps taken ly the
caseworker' to change the environment in the client's favor by the
worker* s direct action. Psychological support embraces processes
used frequently by every caseworker. It covers such steps as the
following} encouraging the client to talk freely and express his
feelings about his situation; expressing sympathetic understanding
of the client* s feelings and accepting his behavior* indication of
the worker's interest in the client* his desire to help; expression
of the worker* s confidence that a way can be found to improve the
situation* confidence in the client's ability to solve his diffi¬
culty* to make his own decisions* indication of the worker's re¬
spect for the approval of steps the client has taken or is planning
where these attitudes are realistically warranted. All of these:
are designed to relieve anxiety and feelings of guilt and to pro¬
mote the client* s confidence in his ability to handle his situation
adequately.
To achieve insight* current and past emotions must be relived
in a theraputlo atmosphere in order that some of the affect may be
discharged and in order that irrationalities may be brought so
clearly to the sxjrfaoe that they can be recognized* at first in the
safety of 'Uie treatment relationship and later in real life. It
hardly seems necessary to point out that the purpose of -tdus de-
velopnent of insight is to increase the client* s understanding of
himself and his situation so that he can manage his life more
realistioedly with less anxie-^ and hostility emd less use of de¬
structive defmse mechanisms.^
1
Gordon Hamilton* op, pit.* p, 122,
2
Florence Hollis* Women in Itoital Conflict (Hew York* 1949), p. 146,
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After the staff at the Izistitute has thoro\ighly studied and discussed
the findings of the diagnostic team in a diagnostic advisory staff oonfer-
enoe« reoramendations are made indicating nhat can be done to improve the
situation. The reoonimendation may be that the parents will be seen by one
of the staff, most often a psychiatrist, who discusses with them the prob¬
lem as the clinic staff sees it and given some advice as to how the parents
can handle the situation. Although the ease may be closed at this point,
the parents are assured of the clinic's continued interest in the family if
and when such seems indicated. Seven of the eases were closed following
such interviews.
Environmental therapy is one of the oldest techniques used by social
workers and involves providing a favorable environment for the client to
develop and grow. Placement in a foster home or institution is often re¬
commended for children who are having difficulty adjusting in their own
home. Hhen the cause of the difficulty is the parents or some other condi¬
tion in the home situation, a change in the conditions under which the
child is living is sometimes all that is needed to facilitate his adjustment.
Accordingly five of the oases in this study were closed following the recom-
meadation of placement of the child outside of the home in a foster home,
boarding school, or other institution. Because it involves separating the
child from his parents and raising him in a more or less artificial setting,
placement is usually not imdertakea unless the parents are unwilling or un¬
able to care for the child.
Host frequently the child, the parent or both are recommended for treat¬
ment by the clinic staff, another social agency or a private psychiatrist.
Seven of the mothers in this study were recommended for treatment at the
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clinic and. came in for one or more interrieirs. One of the motherso*
mended for treatment did not come in heeause she felt that the patient had
improved and the need for help at that time mas reduced. Of the seven
mothers irho entered treaiaaent at the clinio. three came in for less than
five interviews. Of the children that were recommended for trealnent. all
who entered tended to continue for a longer period than the mothers. Only
two of the mothers were in treatment for six months or more while four
patients continued in trea'h&ent for a siadlar period.
TABLE 8
HECOHMEHPATIONS OF D. A. S.*
Recommendation Made Number
Total 30
Trea-tanent of mother at I. J. R. 8
Treatment of the patient at I. J. R. 5
Completion Interviews with parents 7
Envlroiaient Therapy (Placement of the
child with the help of workers at
I. J. R.) 5
Referral to another social agency 3
Parents referred to Private Psychiatrist** 2
*D. A« S. (Diagnostic Applications Service) refers to -^e diagnostic
staff conference held on each ease in which the findings of each member of
the clinical team sure presented, the dynamics of the case discussed, and a
tentative diagnosis and treataent plan is formulated.
**The two parents who wore referred to private psychiatrists were re¬
ferred after completion interviews.
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The focus during treatment was on the total difficulty of the patient*
the problems of the mother* and the parent-child relationship. In no cases
was the syn^tom of stuttering the focus. The question might be raised*
did the parents withdraw from treatment or remain in treatment for
shorter periods than the patients?” It may have been that the parents who
came to get help for the stuttering found the discussion of the parent-
child relationship too threatening for them. These mothers may have had
difficulty facing their own inrolTmaent in the problems of the patients.
Their withdrawal may be symbolic of their desire to defend their own hand¬
ling of the problem.
TABLE 9
LENGTH OF TIME MOTHERS AND PATIENTS
HERE IN TREATMENT
Length of Time in Treatment Total
Number
Mothers Patients
Total 12 7 5
Less than one month 3 3 -
One month less than six 3 2 1
Six months less than twelve 3 1 2
One year or more 3 1 2
One mother who came in for one interview talked only of Ihe disorgan'^-
ized* deteriorated neighborhood in which she lived in an attempt to project
the cause of the problem outside of the home. The therapist pointed out
some of the evidence of disturbance in the parent-child relationship and the
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mother responded in a defensive and ambivalent manner. The mother never re¬
turned. In this case the therapist apparently focused on the parent-child
relationship too sooiu
The trends of treatment of the casm varied but the most conmon pat¬
tern tras for the mother to begin talking about the difficulties that the
child was having and then gradually start discussing her oim problens. An
example of a mother of this type aras the mother of Mai*y.
Case 9
Mary's mother was seen by a social worker for three inter¬
views over a period of one month after a waiting period of two
months. She was scheduled to come to the clinic once per week
but her usual pattern was to keep an appointment and Inreak the
next. Most of the interviews were directed toward the patient's
difficulties and the mother* s hostilities and ambivalences to¬
ward the younger sibling who was retarded. Later the mother be¬
gan discussing her own problems. She sought direct advice for
solving her marital difTiciilties. The mother was in coxiflict
and xinable to decide whether to reconcile with the father of the
patient or to marry the father of the youngest child who was born
illegitimately. During this brief contact with the clinic some
of her anxiely seemed allayed and she was more responsive cmd
able to relate*
Because mothmr broke contact with the clinic after such a brief per¬
iod* the therapist did not get to know mother* s real feelings about the
situation 6md there was little material that could be used as a guide for
evaluating the success of the interviews*
In another case* that of Larry* the mother was seen a total of twen¬
ty-one times* over an eight-month period. The patient* a shy* passive
chil(^ seemed to be directing his repressed hostility toward the mother be¬
cause of her overproteotion* overauthority* and strictness. At the begin¬
ning* the mother was apologetic for missing appointments and usually left
word when she would not be in*
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TABLE 10
NUMBER OF INTEIfVIHI?S FOR MOTHERS





Total 12 7 S
Less than five 5 3 -
Five less than ten - - -
Ten less than twenty 2 1 1
Twenty or more 7 3 4
Case 10
Mother consistently arrived early for the appointments and re¬
acted strongly to vacations and lapses of the worker although she
was unable to eiipress this openly* The first half of the contact
she was demanding for herself, anxious smd had difficulty in ex¬
pressing her hostility. She told how she was unable to tell people
what she thought when she was mad and how it bothered her a great
deal to have people mad at her. Her conflict appeared to be that
she was upset when other people were angry with her but she also
felt bad about letting a sitmtion slip by when she felt she should
have expressed her anger. She viewed the stuttering as crippling
and retvirned often to this theme during the treatment. She associ¬
ated the stuttering with other behavior disorders and turned to the
syn^tom when she felt threatened with trealraent for herself. She
struggled with her competitive feelings toward other women and
seemed to feel more comfortable about this.
After being in treatment, she could express negatives about the child¬
ren when she was piinitive, withotib guilt. This made her more comfortable.
She also was able to put less pressure on the patient and felt more comfor¬
table after she had explored her own feelings of inadequacy*
Although the lezigth of time in treatment for the stutterer and his
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parents varied greatly, prognosis apparently was best, other things be-
ing eqiiAl, when his treatment was tindertaken as a long-tezmi project.
Then, fooitsing on the total personality, instead of the symptom, the at-
tei^t was made to in^rove the patient* s adjustments ly providing the op-
portunily to work out some of his conflicts in relating to people.
CHAPTER VI
SmOlARY AND CONCLCSIONS
THe Iiistltute for Jurenile Researoh was established in 1909 for the
purpose of diagnosing and treating the personality problems and behavior
disorders of children. Psychiatrist, psychologist and psychiatric social
workers colloborate as a team to provide a multiple focus in uncovering
the underlying causes of the child's problem and formulating plans for the
child's future adjustment. If it is felt advisable hy the staff, the par¬
ents, the child, and in some oases both were recommended for treatment.
In the present study, thirty cases were analyzed, in which the symptom
of stuttering appeared, to determine if a syndrome of behavior problems, a
pattern of etiological factor, similar attitudes of the parents could be
found, and signifloant results in the treatment of the stutterer could be
observed.
According to the data on the age of admission, the stutterers in the
groi;^ studied were referred to the clinic d\u*ing two periods of psyohosex-
ual development, the latency period and the adolescent period. In sixteen
of the oases the patient was in latency.
In substantiation of most of the literature on the subject of stutter¬
ing in children, tiie findings in this study indicated that stuttering is
more prevalent among boys than girls if referrals to a clinic are used as
criteria. Twenty-seven of the thirty patiwits were boys and only three
were girls. These findings also are similar to what is usually found whmi




The patients in this study exhibited a wide range in intelligence.
Rrequenoies larger than those fotmd in the general population were ob¬
served in the group of stutterers in both the high average and borderline
categories. Apparently the stuttering was related in some way to the ad¬
justments that the child of atypical intelligence has to make, be that in¬
telligence higher or lower than average.
The data on the developmental history implied that the stutterers had
been deprived in sraae way very early in life. In sixteen of the oases, the
children, who later became stutterers, were either breast fed for less than
three months or bottle fed. Both of these conditions are considered by
authorities in human behavior to be detrimental to healthy emotional growth.
Toilet training was initiated before nine months in eighteen of the thirty
cases. Thus we find in over half of the oases a background of infantile
deprivation.
Significantly, in thirteen of the cases there was only one or no nat¬
ural parent in the home with the patioat. This factor is indicative of the
parents' adjustment to each other which frequently tends to set the emotion¬
al climate of the home. In general the adjustment of the parents to each
other was found to be unsatisfactorily worked out. In sixteen of the cases
% poor interpersonal relationship existed. These were almost equally di¬
vided between the cases where the home was broken by death, separation and
divorce.
The position of the stutterer in the sibship was apparently significant.
In tweniy-five of the cases the patients were the oldest, the youngest, or
the only child. It was often seen in the cases that the parent tended to
have attitudes toward or identified with the patient because of his unique
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position in the family.
It was apparent from the data on the occupations of the father that
stuttering did not respect economic or social position. More of the stut¬
terers came from families in which the fathers were employed in managerial,
professional, clerical and sales than in the skilled, semi-skilled and im-
skilled oocupationd.
The mothers tended most often to be passire, controlling, overprotec-
tive or rigid. Bight of the mothers were overproteotive. This overprotec-
tion seemed to be related to the mother* s hostility toward the patient.
Ten of the mothers were passive^ ten controlling and seren rigid.
The data on the onset of the stuttering revealed that stuttering most
often began between the ages of four and six with eleven eases beginning
during this period. In five of the c ases the onset was reported as begin¬
ning between the first and third year. According to this data, the syn^tom
of stuttering most frequently begins before the age of six.
The attitude of the mothers toward the stuttering was most often found
to be overanxiety. This was reported in twelve of the cases in this study*
Nine of the mothers were annoyed the symptoms.
The other syn^toms manifested were classified according to whether
they were anti-social, somatic anxiety ridden behavior or the patient* s ad¬
justment to other children. Anxiety ridden behavior was observed most fre¬
quently and appeared to be part of the stuttering syndrcsne. Shyness fouad
in eleven cases and cRponio fears found in eight oases were the syn^toms most
often found in this group. This seems to indicate that the stutterers were
shy fl-ightened boys who were afraid of their hostility. Somatic sya^toms
were also frequent. Enuresis manifested in seven oases headed this group.
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Tics, feeding problems and allergies were also observed. Disobedience pre¬
sented in eight cases was the most frequently encountered of the anti-social
acts. Tender tantrums and truancy were also fovmd.
The stutterers’ personalities as classified hy the in?>res8ion8 received
by the ezEimining psychiatrist were described as inhibited and unable to ex¬
press their hostili'ty in thirteen of the cases. Ten of the patients were
described as passive and four as boys with feminine Identifications. In
three cases an open eatpression of hostility was observed. In the writer’s
opinion this finding deserves additional investigation because of the vari¬
ance it presents from the more frequent personality pattern observed.
Treatment of the stutterers involved environmental. Insight develop¬
ment, and psychological support therapies. In five of the cases the place¬
ment of the patient was reocanmended. Eight of the mothers and five of the
patients were recommended and entered treatment at the Institute for Juve**
nile Research. In nine of the oases the ease was closed following an inter¬
view in which a staff member gave the parents advice on how to handle the
problem. Two of the peirents were referred to a private psychiatrist for
treatment and three were referred to other social agencies. The length of
time in treatment varied from one month to one year. The prognosis of
treatment seemed best when the case warn undertaken as a long-time project.
The trends at the beginning of the treatment v»re usually for the parent to
start talking about the stuttering and how damaging it was for the child to
stutter and to avoid discussing the paredt-ohild relationship. As the re¬
lationship between the worker and the client deepened, the parents tended
to initiate a discussion of some of their own problems. The focus was al¬
ways on the treatment of the total personality of-the patient >wTd tiot ihe






EajB« Date of Admission
Htariber Date of Examination
Identifying Information
1* Age at Admission
2. Sex ( } Male
( } Female
3. General Intelligence














( ) Father in the home
( ) Father deceased
( ) Mother in the home
( } Mother deceased
( ) Diroroed
( ) Separated
( } Step-parents in the home
2. Nmmber of siblings 01234 5 6789 (Circle One)
3. Ordinal Position only 123456789 last (Circle One)





1. Hoth«:*8 attitude toward birth of patient
( ) Mother ill
( ) Mother upset
( ) Moraal Syoptosss
( ) Unknown
2. Feeding
( ) Breast fed less than 3 months
( } Breast fed 3 months or more
( ) History of overeating
( ) Mother anxious and fearful of consequences of failure to eat





( ) Begun before 9 months
( ) Accomplished by one year
( ) Acoo]iq>lished between 1 and 3 years
( } Accon^lished when 3 or over
5. Parental attitude toward toilet traiid.iig
( ) Relaxed
( ) Rigid • stressing regular movements
( ) Punitive»eoeroion \i8ed
( ) Lax
6. Speech
( ) No sentences before 3 years
( ) Speech stopped after establishment










1. Ago of patient at dhset




S* In specific situations
( ) With mother only
( ) With father only
( ) Only at school






Examples of parental attitude




















( ) Allergic Condition
( ) Feeding Problasi
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Anxiety Ridden Eehavior
( } Chronie Fear
{ ) Shy
( ) Orer-conforming, SufcmiseiTe
Adjuatment to other ohildren
( ) AggreaeiTO
( ) Withdrawn










Results of psyohiatrie Examination
Family History
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